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Jackson thanks Bystroff for email
Bystroff’s claims of alumni racism, sexism, heightism endorsed, appreciated

Nicholas Luczak/The Polytechnic

IN THIS FILE PHOTO FROM THE NOVEMBER FALL TOWN MEETING, JACKSON ADDRESSES the Rensselaer community’s concerns.
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Senior Reporter
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“THAT WAS A VERY BRAVE THING YOU DID, AND I
deeply appreciate it. These things are hard, and
I just wanted to thank you for being willing to
speak up on my behalf,” wrote President Shirley
Ann Jackson in an email to Professor and Director of the Bioinformatics Program Chris Bystroff.
Jackson’s email came in less than three hours
after Bystroff sent an email to a faculty mailing
list in which he attributed the drop in alumni
donations to “residual racism and sexism”

against Jackson. The email also blames the
Faculty Senate’s failed vote of no confidence
and lack of an apology for the “rift” between
the administration and faculty.
Bystroff only served as the chair of the
Faculty for the remaining year of a threeyear term on the Faculty Senate, which was
vacated by Professor David Isaacson after
he served for two years.
Since Vice President for Institute Advancement
Graig Eastin forwarded Bystroff’s email to
alumni and its content gained local media attention, “several admin people reached out

to [Bystroff], including a VP, two deans, the
provost, the chair of biology, and members of
the Faculty Senate.”
According to Bystroff, Jackson reached out
“indirectly” through Eastin, during a “long
phone call one morning,” which he described
as “very cordial.”
At the time of publication, Vice President
for Strategic Communications and External
Relations Richie Hunter had not responded to
questions about whether or not the opinions
expressed in Bystroff’s email can be considered the official position of the Institute.

EXECUTIVE BOARD

TRANSPORTATION

Projected cost of Outing Club now
SafeRide: $120k off probation
Brookelyn Parslow
Senior Reporter
Madison Wagner
Staff Reporter
SAFERIDE IS THE NEWEST ADDITION
to Rensselaer’s Student Living
and Learning arsenal of student
resources, chosen “in response
to students’ requests for another
transportation option.”
The door-to-door service has
been designed with the safety of
student users in mind, and acts
within a similar boundary to
the RPI Campus Shuttle. Each
SafeRide car is equipped with
a trained driver and passenger,

along with a dispatcher placed
in Off-Campus Commons to
provide safe and efficient transportation for students to and from
the academic campus and the
students’ home.
Early on, SafeRide affiliates
sent the Student Senate a document outlining budget projections in hopes of collaboration,
and possibly funding, which
was denied. In that document,
the projected first year expenses
were $139,015.20, with the majority of that cost coming from
payroll expenses.

See SAFE, Page 2

Darby Burns
Senior Reporter
DURING THE EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING ON THURSDAY, MONEY FOR BIG
Red Freakout shirts and facepaint was approved, the Outing Club was
taken off probation, the Domino Toppling Club was approved for Union
recognition, and a motion regarding the Gaming Club was tabled.
The first two motions to come before the Executive Board were to
approve $450 for shirts and to approve $50 for face paint for the Pep
Band, specifically for the upcoming Big Red Freakout event. The request
was presented by Manager Liv Williams ’18. The motion to reallocate
$450 from contingencies for the shirts passed 14-0-1. The motion to
reallocate $50 from contingencies for face paint passed 14-1-1.
The next club to request money was the Gaming Club, which was
represented by Treasurer Richard Massimilla ’21. The club requested
$440 to purchase four Boardgame Players Association memberships

See E-BOARD, Page 2
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E-Board: Gaming Safe: Program launches
club request tabled
From Page 1
so that they can send a team to compete in
the World Boardgaming Championships.
Massimilla explained that the club is
trying to be more active on campus and in
the global board gaming community. This
competition can get them, and through them
Rensselaer, more recognition.
The competition is a nine day event
that takes place from July 21 to July 29. It
consists of a large open gaming room with
100–200 board games with tournament opportunities. Massimilla said that they will
“get to meet all sorts of people from all over
the world and play board games with them.”
When asked by Club/ICA Representative
Brookelyn Parslow ’20 if the money being
requested was just for the entrance fee or
included travel costs, Massimilla answered
that the money was only for registration,
with each membership costing $110. He
explained that the club was going to ask for
money for travel but then decided against it.
When asked about how they would be buying individual memberships, he explained that
purchasing a membership is basically how
they are required to register for the event.
In the discussion of the merits of the
motion, concerns were raised about the
technical classification of the event and
memberships. According to the Executive
Board’s policies, “Club members’ individual membership fees in applicable
national organizations may be subsidized
at a rate of up to 40 percent.” A motion to
fully subsidize the membership costs would
require a three-fifths majority vote, since it
contradicts the E-Board’s policies.
It was also mentioned that if they’re
looking at subsidizing 40 percent, all of the
fees associated with the event should be
considered, not just the entrance fee.
After further discussion, a motion was
made to table the motion so that they
club could come back with a complete
estimate of the cost. The motion to table
until February 8 passed 9-8-0.

Next, the Domino Toppling Club came
seeking Union recognition. Representatives
explained that the club is intended for anyone interested in the art form of domino
toppling and that anyone can come and
learn. There are currently two students at
RPI that are considered world-class domino
artists, and they lead the club and help teach
whomever is interested.
Questions were raised regarding the sustainability of the club, considering that the
majority of knowledge comes from two
members. However, it was also mentioned
that the club could bring Rensselaer good
recognition and that the idea of sustainability in the future should not restrict
the club now. In the end, the motion to
recognize the club passed 15-0-2.
The final club-related motion of the night
was one to take the Outing Club off probation, effective immediately. President of
the Union Matthew Rand ’19 spoke on the
club’s behalf, saying that they have been
“extremely responsive” to everything that
has been asked of them and that they have
been “smashing” the deadlines that have
been set. There is still a spring deadline for
documents that remains in effect, but Rand
said he didn’t foresee any issues.
Graduate Representative CJ Markum
brought up that the original issue with the
Outing Club involved alcohol and the Fall
Lake George trip, and asked if the club had
“learned their lesson.” Rand replied that
they had, and said that part of the problem
was that there weren’t enough trip leaders,
but now another eight or nine students have
been trained to help. According to Treasurer Richard Otis ’18, Fall Lake George
is cancelled for the forseeable future. The
motion to take the Outing Club off of probation passed 16-0-1.
A m o t i o n wa s m a d e t o c o n fi r m
Member-at-Large Caitlin Kennedy ’19 as
Club Operations Committee Chairperson,
which passed 16-0-1.
The Executive Board meets Thursdays at
8 pm in the Shelnutt Gallery.

Are you interested in joining The
Poly? Come to a meeting in our
office RU 3418!
We have business meetings on

Jonathan Caicedo/The Polytechnic

SAFERIDE REVEALS their cars at a launch event at the Off-Campus Commons.

From Page 1
However, the cost of the ride scheduling app TransLoc is factored into those projections, but is not currently in use. The projected cost of TransLoc and iPads is $10,440
annually, with an additional one-time $2,500 start-up fee.
The projected annual cost for following years is $132,180, or $121,740 without
the TransLoc app.
The driver and passenger pair have been trained on defensive driving and situational safety techniques. There are currently 23 students employed, ten of which
are on call—split between two shifts—from 6:45 pm to 3 am.
Two Honda Fit EVs are currently in use, which can seat the driver, a hired passenger, and three other individuals. On the website, it is recommended to “consider
using an alternative transportation option” if the party is larger than two people.
There are a few notable service restrictions, such as not giving rides from
a student’s home to any location other than academic campus, or from academic
campus to anywhere but the student’s home.
In the event of inclement weather, or if the shuttle service is cancelled for an
evening, SafeRide will not dispatch drivers.
There is currently no way to check that a student’s home is actually their home,
so drivers are operating on an honor system. However, drivers may deny rides if
they feel passengers are being dishonest; according to one driver, he would deny a
ride to a girl if she claimed her home was a fraternity house.
Currently, SafeRide operates by calling 518-276-3103, but they intend to implement a phone app request system in the future.

Earn your MBA or Specialized
Master’s in your 5th year!
Join us as the Lally School of Management hosts
Information Sessions for current Rensselaer students.
During this event, you can learn more about Lally’s MBA
DQGƓYHVSHFLDOL]HG06EXVLQHVVSURJUDPVDQGKRZ\RX
FDQHDUQ\RXU0DVWHUōVGHJUHHLQ\RXUƓIWK\HDU

Sunday at 3 pm, where we talk
about general operations and
content. On Mondays at 6:30 pm,
we proofread all of our content
during copy hour. On Tuesdays at
7 pm we have closing.

EngMBA + SciMBA Info Sessions:
Freshmen only

2/27, 12-1 pm, RU 3511, Union
2/28, 10-11 am, RU 3511, Union
To register, visit: apply.rpi.edu/register/mba

Co-Term Info Sessions:
Editor in Chief Brookelyn Parslow
also has office hours from 2-3 pm
on Mondays and Wednesdays.

All students welcome

2/27, 1-2 pm, RU 3511, Union
2/28, 11-12 pm, RU 3511, Union
To register, visit: apply.rpi.edu/register/coterm
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TOP TEN LIST

Super Bowl Ads
10. Steven Tyler feel something
9. Mountain Dew Ice
8. Touchdown celebrations
to come

7. Wendy’s Iceberg
6. Danny DeVito M&M
5. Doritos Blaze
4. This is the Pepsi
3. Squirrels
2. Alexa loses her voice
1. It’s a Tide ad
WORDFIND

by Tyler Carney

Words can be found forwards, backwards, up,
down, and in both diagonals.
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PLP

Application for Fall 2018 & Spring 2019 is open to
all undergraduate sophomore or junior students. Please
submit the following materials in person at the Archer
Center located in Academy Hall or scan and email to
archercenter@rpi.edu by March 9, 2018:
• Resume
• Cover letter
• Completed faculty/professional reference form
• List of campus involvement activities
For more information, contact Christine Allard at
bondc@rpi.edu
PLP Info Night: February 21nd 6:00-7:00pm Academy Hall, Suite 2232
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PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
•
•
•
•

•
•

Fall or spring semester, two-hour, co-curricular seminar
series.
Practice becoming a strong, resilient person who can
translate that to a professional workplace.
Students engage with corporate professionals,
alumni/ae and community partners.
Topics include communication, workplace ethics,
understanding corporate culture, leadership, effective
decision making, networking and negotiating, and
managing change and more.
No grades, no homework and no tests.
Mondays from 6-8 PM in the Student Union.
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BOOK REVIEW

Dystopian series has compelling world
Nicholas Luczak
Senior Reviewer
DO YOU LIKE GAME OF THRONES? ANCIENT ROMAN HISTORY?
Dystopian fiction? How about The Hunger Games? Well,
if any of these things interest you, then I strongly suggest
that you give Pierce Brown’s Red Rising saga a try.
The books manage to build a compelling world and
make you feel invested in the characters, all while remaining action-packed. Now would be a good time to
start reading, as Brown has released his latest continuation to the series with his newest book, Iron Gold, which
has more than delivered on the series’ promise of being
fast-paced, surprising, and intelligent.
The four-book series features a world where humanity
has colonized much of the solar system and developed
technologies bordering on fantasy. While the books
may be set in the future, they follow an archaic caste
system delineated by color, enforced through genetic,
technological, and political manipulation. At the top
of the society, the “Golds” hold the responsibility of
controlling everything, while at the bottom, the “Reds”
must toil so that the Golds may prosper.

The story follows a Red named Darrow and his burning
desire to exact retribution against those that enslaved
him and stole away the love of his life.
The worldbuilding in this book is outstanding, featuring fantastical settings, captivating dialogue and
politics, all while drawing from ancient Roman history.
The series utilizes our already vivid imagination of the
different planets in our solar system, from the red sands
of Mars, to the barren craters of the Moon, allowing
the reader to easily picture these stunning landscapes.
In addition to the settings, the political struggles make
sense while not becoming boring or overwhelming, as
many fantasy series often do. What really drew me in
more than anything else was the parallels to the rise
of the Roman Republic and the references to Roman
mythology. Anyone captivated by the history of Rome
will appreciate these undeniable similarities of conquest,
honor, and betrayal.
I also liked how the main character Darrow—throughout the saga—must play with fire and sometimes sacrifice his ideals to achieve his goals. It’s his potential
to do good or commit great evils, and his struggle to
decide that makes his character so compelling. He is

pitted against characters who are true villains where he
can be the hero, and sometimes he must play the villain
by going against people who are just trying to survive
in their dog-eat-dog world.
Brown’s writing made me fall in love with many of
the characters who fight alongside Darrow. Characters
like Sevro, Pax, and Mustang are so genuine that you
start to feel deeply invested in them. What makes this
worse is that Brown does not hesitate to kill them off in
emotional and cinematic ways. I found myself having to
take a break from reading multiple times as my emotions
got the better of me.
If you’re a sucker for action, you won’t be disappointed.
The series is packed with scenes varying from beautifully
violent sword duels to visceral conflicts of war. The series also plays with the darker parts of humanity; even in
the future, where humans have so much going for them,
people still commit unthinkable acts of violence.
All of these things together makes the series a truly
unique and compelling literary feat. If you’re looking
for a page-turner which will make you run the emotional
gamut, give Red Rising a try!

Courtesy of Del Rey Books

BOY: Maintains
pop, rock sound

TV RECOMMENDATIONS

The Good Place
NBC
Recommended by:
Tyler Carney

From Page 12

Want to photograph or write
about events you’re interested in?
Email features@poly.rpi.edu!

Black Mirror
Netflix
Recommended by:
Serge Piskun
Nicholas Luczak
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I am used to the fast-paced and more aggressive side of Fall Out Boy; however, I
definitely appreciate the mood this song puts me in. I feel comforted by the background music and Burna Boy’s voice. While the song displays a message of selfhatred, commonly found in the band’s music, it is refreshing to hear their message
expressed through a new style of music.
In my opinion, Mania feels balanced, with some songs channeling inner anger in
a fast-paced style, which are lighter and more fun. There is definitely something for
both older and newer fans to enjoy. An album such as this one shows that the early
2000s rock band is able to adapt to the newer age of music. Fall Out Boy has paired
their old sound really well with one for the younger generation. This, of course,
doesn’t imply that people don’t appreciate “old” Fall Out Boy. It just means that
change can be surprising as well as beautiful, and shouldn’t be feared.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Jackson, Eastin, Bystroﬀ out of touch

P R E S I D E N T S H I R L E Y A N N J AC K S O N A N D
Vice President for Institute Advancement
Graig Eastin recently endorsed an email
attributing a decrease in alumni donations
to racism, sexism, and heightism. If they
truly believe this, it is a testament to their
disconnect with alumni, the student body,
and the issues that Rensselaer faces.
There are plenty of genuine concerns
with Rensselaer and its governance that are
in no way associated with the president’s
gender, height, or race. We would like to
list a few of these concerns.
Rensselaer’s endowment, compared to
that of its peer institutions, is frighteningly low. A sizeable endowment allows
for flexibility and innovation on campus,
and serves as an indicator of stability in
regard to a school’s finances. It would be
one thing if it were simply weak at a single
point in time, but Rensselaer’s endowment

growth over the past decade has been notably slower than that of any of its peers.
Another pressing concern is the lack of
communication and transparency—the administration as a whole feels inaccessible. In
the past, Jackson used to host Pizza with the
President, which then became Pizza with the
Cabinet, which ultimately became nothing.
When the Rensselaer Union needed a new
director, student representatives were barely
included in the discourse until candidates had
already been found—and then control of the
Union was wrested from students soon after.
This issue has been cited time and time again,
at town meetings and protests in the past two
years, and the administration has failed to establish consistent, respectful communication
about it with alumni and student groups alike.
This past year, Jackson reinstated the Student
Leader Clambake—a step in the right direction
that we would love to see more of in the future.

The allocation of money toward student
resources is also an issue. Foremost, the
student-faculty ratio at Rensselaer is very
high; this is evident in the large class sizes
and in the lack of seats during registration.
For a self-proclaimed “polytechnic institute,” Rensselaer is very outdated: Wi-Fi
connections are often slow or intermittent
and many campus buildings and resources
feel insufficient or antiquated.
Additionally, it feels as though input on
the student experience is being ignored; the
required on-campus housing and meal plans
for sophomores are extremely frustrating for
many. There is currently very limited housing and dining space on campus, and with
increasingly large incoming classes, trying to
find on-campus housing and dining space has
become a nightmare. Furthermore, when the
Arch Summer Semester was first announced,
it was met with outstanding student backlash;

the Institute proceeded to ignore the outcry
and continued to require it for future students.
We understand that the Rensselaer administration cannot cater to all the student body’s
whims. But it does exist to support students
in their professional and personal development; the administration must prioritize the
success of its students.
We sympathize with the discrimination that
Jackson encounters—she is a fellow human
being, with feelings and a personality—and
would certainly love to see the return of inperson interviews with The Poly to provide a
humanizing perspective. But, the fact remains
that the current state of affairs leaves much to be
desired, which is a separate matter from sexism,
racism, and heightism against Jackson. Until
the Rensselaer community’s concerns are confronted, rather than dismissed, we believe that
the president and members of her administration
will continue to be poorly received.

EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK

Theorizing about Apple’s business strategies
APPLE IS A COMPANY WHICH SEEMINGLY DRAWS CONTROVERSY LIKE NO OTHER. SOME USE THEIR
products religiously, often swearing off alternatives, while others wonder how people
can justify spending obscene amounts of money on products which often stray so
far from the norm. I will come right out and say that I am one of those who fall into
the former category. However, I will admit that Apple has made some questionable
decisions in the last years which, upon first glance, might seem confusing to fans. From
the transition to Lightning connectors, to the removal of the headphone jack, to the
exclusive use of USB-C on the new MacBook Pro, Apple has historically been a very
secretive company, leaving the public grasping at straws in an attempt to understand the
rationale for such unpopular design decisions. While it’s entirely possible that Apple is
just out of touch, I think it has to be something else. A company which has historically
changed the way we use computers through such profound ways as the iPod, iPhone,
and iPad must have some reason for these changes, right?
It is my opinion that Apple aims to innovate in ways that Google, Samsung, and
Windows don’t. Rather than focus on being a computing company which can put
its brand on any device with fancy new parts and call it innovative, Apple has a
different objective. While they may deal with computers, they attempt to abstract
the technology away from the user. Technology for technology’s sake is bad; anyone
with a elderly family member knows that more advanced tech can be more distracting
and confusing than useful. Once you begin to understand this guiding principle of
abstracting the tech away from the experience, you start to understand the direction
which Apple has taken.

From the convenience of the Apple Watch; to the removal of buttons, bezels, and
the headphone jack from the iPhone; to the ease of use of the Apple Pencil, they have
removed all that isn’t absolutely necessary in order to make a
more accessible and intuitive experience. Why would you have
to pull out your phone whenever you get a notification when you
can have a small device on your wrist discretely notify you? Why
pull out a tablet when all you want to do is FaceTime a friend?
And why pull out a laptop when all you want to do is take notes
in class? This pursuit of minimalism is done on two fronts: by
simplifying their products, and by creating a seamless environment
which utilizes increasingly more convenient products for the user.
Apple is also special in that they don’t care about the market.
Why try to challenge the ubiquitous presence of the symbolic
Nicholas
white headphones by removing the headphone jack and as a
Luczak
result, taking a lot of flak? Whether you like it or not, Apple Contributing Editor
probably doesn’t care that you don’t like that they removed the
headphone jack. They have their vision and they will stick to
it. They aim not to please their fan base to compete with other tech companies, but
to compete with themselves by making the future. Rather than create a better iPod
when everyone wanted a brand new iPod, Apple killed the iPod by coming out with
the iPhone. They don’t care what you want because they’re too busy making what
you’ll want in a few years time.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Discussion appropriate Faculty Senate
issues response
ON JANUARY 29, 2018, GRAIG EASTIN,
vice president for institute advancement, forwarded to all alumni an
email authored by Chris Bystroff,
Ph.D, addressed to faculty. Eastin
wrote, “Because you are all ambassadors of the Institute, I wanted to
make sure you received a copy.”
Bystroff ’s January 22 email
begins by admonishing alumni
(“Shame on you”) who were mentioned in a recent Times Union
article. He attacks by implying they
are racists and sexists; (because they
have serious concerns about the
direction and financial health of the
Institute?) He goes on to blame the
faculty for the decline in donations.
He concludes by airing resentment
about being “shouted down” by
faculty at a Faculty Senate meeting
that occurred years ago.
It is unfortunate that he did not
use his email as an opportunity
to present why he feels that the
administration has put RPI on a
strong financial footing. But if
the denigrating tone and lack of
evidence-based argument is any
indication of his persuasive style, he

might well consider bearing some
responsibility for the outcome of
that Faculty Senate meeting. But,
hey, this is the email the administration points us alumni to, in order to
help us be ambassadors for RPI.
I do agree with Bystroff on his
point that one does not “abandon
your family when they disappoint
you.” But, extending his analogy,
neither should one continue to
support a family’s habit by giving
them more money—not until there
is an intervention and the problem
is remedied, or until it is definitively
shown that there is no problem.
Over the years, students, faculty,
and alumni have voiced constructive
criticisms of the administration. I
have found students’ reports and rallying about their concerns to be rational, respectful, and evidence based.
They did their homework and the
foundation of their criticism has been
careful analysis. It is wonderful that
RPI has such wonderful citizenry.
Ditto regarding what I have read in
the Times Union about that group of
alumni. Going public couldn’t have
been an easy decision for them.

This is not to say that all the criticisms have been correct. But there
has been enough to warrant discussion and committed attention.
I have not seen equivalent factbased, cogent arguments from
the administration over the years.
This is not to say that such arguments could not have been made
by the administration, only that
on the whole there has been inadequacy in doing so. And I have
been disturbed over the years
by the administration’s response
to criticism—often resorting to
denigration and division—and by
the Board of Trustees’ response,
for their appearance of apathy and
dereliction of fiduciary duty.
Shame on me for not voicing my
opinions earlier.
I am proud of RPI students,
faculty, and alumni—the best of
the best. Mr. Eastin: these are
the RPI elements that should be
focused on, for fruitful Institute
ambassadorship.
Debbie Miele-Wen, Class of ’94

TO RENSSELAER FACULTY AND COMMUNITY,
We, the faculty of Rensselaer, are proud of our alumni.
As President of the Faculty Senate, I am thankful to have the
honor to communicate this message. The alumni of Rensselaer are
its ambassadors, embodying the institute’s spirit of professionalism,
innovation, diversity, and positive change.
At Rensselaer, the faculty are a diverse group with widely ranging
views. The faculty understand that the views of one individual do
not represent the general view of the faculty. Diversity of opinion
together with mutual respect makes us strong.
The faculty are committed to efforts against discrimination and
racism. This is why the faculty strongly oppose haphazard accusation
of racism to a wide group of diverse individuals, as this betrays the
efforts against racism.
Administrators change. Faculty change. But the spirit and mission
of Rensselaer, and its lasting effect on the world via its alumni, live.
Sincerely,
Professor Alhussein A. Abouzeid
On behalf of Rensselaer Faculty Senate Executive Committee:
Professor John Tichy, Chair of Faculty
Professor Alhussein A. Abouzeid, President
Professor Partha Dutta, Vice-President
Professor Amir Hirsa, Secretary of Faculty
Professor Jeffrey F. Durgee, Secretary of Senate
Professor Lucy Zhang, Recording Secretary
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Jackson has a point
LET’S PUT ASIDE THE DISTRACTIONS, THE SPECIFIC
wording of the Bystroff email, the talk of
heightism—which according to the Journal
of Applied Psychology is real, by the way—or
the appropriateness of sending it to the alums.
Let’s instead face some facts: According to the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, sexism
and racism are alive and impactful in the United
States in 2018, and it is foolish and unrealistic
to believe RPI, with our disproportionately
white and male student population, is immune.
“I don’t like Dr. Jackson for other reasons.”
You do not have to be likable or make popular
decisions to run a successful business, the
famous example being Steve Jobs, who was a
jerk to basically everyone he met, according to
Business Insider (poly.rpi.edu/s/301cg). Even
after failing and failing, he was given chances,
and the world’s technology has improved for it.
His personality flaws became part of the culture:
a striving for excellence at any cost.
The question for us today is this: if Shirley Ann, Ph.D, were instead Steven Andrew,
white male, how many chances would we
give? Would Dr. Jackson be considered eccentric instead of autocratic, wise instead of
cunning, well connected instead of having

everyone in her pocket, thoughtful and prudent instead of distant and cold?
You don’t have to like the president to want the
best for RPI, and RPI is bigger than Dr. Jackson.
When you withhold donations to the school or
the Union, yes, it may eventually hurt the President whom you may dislike, but before that it’s
going to hurt the poorest students, the junior staff,
and the junior faculty. For their sake, do a little
introspection, think of the possibility that your
view or the views of those around you may be
biased due to the unfortunate culture of racism
and sexism we find ourselves in, and evaluate the
impact and damage of your words and actions
beyond your desire to make a statement.
In the spirit of full disclosure, as a grad student,
I took classes, and had long discussions with
Dr. Bystroff, and even spent some time volunteering
with him. During those discussions, we did not agree
on everything, but he respected the idea of intellectual freedom and frank discourse, even between a
professor and student. He gave me the impression of
someone who felt it a responsibility to speak out if he
saw something wrong, even if it meant people would
think less of him. It may be helpful to reinterpret his
statements in the email with this in mind.
Bryan Eskew BIOL ’16
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You can’t assume that
everyone has Facebook
I MAGINE WANTING TO GO TO AN EVENT ,
only to find that the tickets sold out
before you even knew they were on
sale. This recently happened to the
senior class with their event, 100
Days: A Night in Saratoga. Word of
ticket sales was only spread through
the Class of 2018 Facebook page;
with updates only being posted in
this group, the announcement did
not effectively reach the entire senior
class. Ticket sales went live January
26, and by January 30, the tickets
were sold out.
Only 300 tickets were allotted for a
class of over 1,500 students. Seniors
were angered, and were asking the
class council why word was not spread
about the event through email—an
information source all students are
expected to check. Grand Marshal
Justin Etzine ’18 commented, “Access to class mailing lists was recently
taken away from class presidents.
We’re working on a solution to this,
but, in the meantime, class presidents
have been barred from communicating
with their classes without submitting

their emails in advance to different
departments for approval.”
It is absurd that class presidents
suddenly cannot email their own class
members. One of the responsibilities of a
senior class president is to communicate
with their class, even past graduation.
The tickets went live again at noon
on February 2, with many anxious
seniors crowding the online page to
purchase; except this time, there were
only 100 tickets available, and seniors
could purchase a ticket for a guest,
but not another senior. Why do guests
have priority over seniors? The event
is meant to bring the senior class together, yet an overwhelming majority
is unable to attend this year’s Class of
2018 100 Days event.
The class council should have properly anticipated more of the senior
class coming when planning this event;
the fact that some students cannot attend their own senior gathering as a
way of celebrating their last 100 days
at Rensselaer is disappointing.
Maria Kozdroy CIVL ’18
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Philadelphia Eagles soar
to first Super Bowl victory
Nicholas Luczak
Senior Reviewer
ON SUNDAY, THE PHILADELPHIA EAGLES WENT HEAD-TO-HEAD WITH
the New England Patriots in Minneapolis. They defeated
the Patriots 41-33, securing their first ever Super Bowl
win. The Eagles started the season widely regarded as
a strong team, and were favored by many to be a possible contender for the Super Bowl. That changed when
their star quarterback Carson Wentz injured his anterior
cruciate ligament, requiring Nick Foles to take his place.
This game truly revolved around the two teams’
quarterbacks. The Patriots held a strong defence around
their renowned quarterback Tom Brady—a man who has
carried his team to victory at the Super Bowl five times

already. The 40-year-old veteran played a fantastic game,
securing an unbelievable 505 passing yards. Foles—later
voted as the most valuable player of the season—threw
three touchdowns and made 373 passing yards, as well
as receiving a touchdown himself in a trick play at the
goal line, making him the only player to both throw and
catch a touchdown in the Super Bowl.
The game was largely a back and forth struggle between the teams equally strong defensive and explosive
offensive lines, for the first three quarters. The Eagles
held a slight advantage throughout the game, just barely
holding onto the lead against the Patriots’ constant
pressure. But with nine minutes left in the game, the
Eagles were down 32-33. It wasn’t until Foles threw a
short pass to the left to tight end Zach Ertz for a touch-
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down that the Eagles took a precarious lead. The real
game-changing moment came a few seconds later when
Brady was sacked by defensive end Brandon Graham,
resulting in a fumble which was recovered by defensive
end Derek Barnett at the 25-yard line. This allowed the
Eagles to make a 46-yard field goal, securing their lead
and eventual victory.
The Eagles—who had never won a Super Bowl and lost
a difficult game to New England in Super Bowl XXXIX
with a score of 24-21—came back with a historic victory,
joining the ranks of the New York Giants and Chicago
Bears as one of three teams to have defeated the Patriots
in the Super Bowl. The story of the Philadelphia Eagles
was that of the underdog, persevering against all odds
and eventually securing their well-deserved victory.

ALBUM REVIEW

ZuZu acrobats Fall Out Boy renewed
flip, jump, limbo
Jacob Kaplan
Staff Reviewer
ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON, THE CENTER
OF the McNeil Room was empty.
Rows of chairs were set up around
three sides of the clearing. At noon,
booths were set up by the walls to
serve food. People began trickling
in. At 1 pm, Nya Jackson ’18, vice
president of Rensselaer’s Black Student Alliance and M.C. of the event,
started things off.
Jackson introduced all the clubs
and organizations that helped set
up and promote the show. As she
introduced them, a representative
from each group offered a few
words about their club and its objective. The clubs were varied, but
all were there to promote diversity,
share culture, and raise awareness.
There were clubs representing ethnic communities on campus like the
Black Student Alliance, Alpha Phi
Alpha, the Chinese American Student
Association, the Indian Students
Association, and the newly restarted
African Students Alliance. There
were academic organizations representing the interests of communities
like the Society of Asian Scientists
and Engineers and the National
Society of Black Engineers who, in
partnership with RPI’s Society of
Hispanic Professional Engineers,
organized last fall’s career fair. Other
clubs representing the more artistic
expressions of these cultures were
there like RPI Sangam, an Indian
dance team and ABADA Capoeira
RPI, an Afro-Brazilian martial art
and dance team.
Jackson thanked the clubs for
their support, the music started,
and the ZuZu acrobats came out.
Six performers wearing leopardskin patterned unitards danced
to the music. The beat resonated
with the audience and they started
clapping to it. The acrobats started

their performance with a human
pyramid. They brought out a limbo
bar and had people from the audience go under it, moving it lower
and lower until they had to help
the participants go under without
falling. After everyone had tried,
the acrobats showed off their skills,
moving the bar less than a foot off
the ground, but still managing to
bend far enough back to skirt under it. They then brought out two
hoops, delicately balanced one on
top of the other, and started jumping through them forwards and
backwards without knocking them
over. They played double Dutch but
instead of hopping through jump
ropes, they did backflips. By then,
all of the chairs in the McNeil were
filled. People were standing by
the walls. The show even caught
the attention of dozens of students
upstairs who leaned on the railing
and sat on tables to watch.
The ZuZu’s closing act was the
most exciting and nerve-wracking.
One-by-one, the acrobats stacked
wooden chairs. The acrobat stacking
the chairs would do a handstand on
each one he placed. By the seventh
chair, his feet were eye-level with
the onlookers upstairs. They closed
with another human pyramid and
thanked everybody.
The main event was over, but the
acrobats stuck around for another
half hour to take pictures. Some
brave volunteers got their pictures
taken while being lifted by one
acrobat standing on the shoulders
of another. After the ZuZu acrobats
left, many of the clubs stuck around,
talking, dancing, and laughing.
The show was held to inaugurate
the beginning of Black History
Month, but it also helped to highlight
the work these clubs are doing on
behalf of underrepresented groups
on campus. It was a lot of the fun
from beginning to end.

Courtesy of Island Records

MANIA HAS RECEIVED some positive reviews, acknowledging the band’s new musical ventures.

Pragati Pant
Staff Reviewer
AS A JUNIOR IN HIGH SCHOOL, I WAS INTRODUCED TO FALL OUT BOY THROUGH THEIR SAVE ROCK AND ROLL
album, which was considered their newer music at the time. Being a first-time listener, I was unaware
that they had previously split up, and that this was a comeback album. Eventually, I came to love their
older music as well. As I listened to more of their albums, I was surprised to learn how strongly people
felt about the sound of “old” Fall Out Boy versus that of “new” Fall Out Boy. So when I heard that Fall
Out Boy was releasing a new album in 2018, I was, of course, excited but also doubtful. While I knew I
would probably admire their new songs regardless of how accurate this album was to their sound, I was
curious to learn how other, more authentic fans would feel.
Mania is Fall Out Boy’s seventh studio album, which combines their well-known rock sound with a more
pop style. The album showcases the band’s ability to write lyrics that make their songs meaningful as well as
relatable. This has been a consistent strength of theirs, even as their style has evolved over the years.
Listeners get a taste of their older style of music in, “Stay Frosty Royal Milk Tea,” a song about self-discovery
and how we stop ourselves from moving forward and succeeding. Fall Out Boy delivers this message with an
electric guitar accompanied instrumental track. This song is definitely angry and leans towards rock, attracting
many original Fall Out Boy fans, unlike some of the other songs in the album.
On the other hand, a song that fits more within the range of pop rather than rock is “Sunshine Riptide.” Burna
Boy, a Nigerian reggae-dancehall singer, features in this song, bringing a very different style than what is usually associated with the band. This song is slow and smooth, which is very unnerving for a Fall Out Boy fan.

See BOY, Page 5

